Club Day Results 2024

**Senior Demonstrations /Ill. Talks**

*Addy Burns- BT- Top Purple: Regionals
*Hayden Allen -VV- Top Purple: Regionals
*Lexie Welsh -VV-SF Purple: Alternate
Zoey Delaet-FV-Red
Zoey Delaet-FV-Red
William/ Rylee Mcgaughy-JJ-White
*Andrew Noll-L4--Purple—SF Purple
Shianne Kimball-GV-Blue
Dani Reeves-VV-Red

**Public Speaking**

Zoey DeLaet-FV-Top Purple: Regionals
Noah Vaughan-BT- Top Purple: Regionals
Abraham Noll-L4- Red

**Impromptu**

No Regional Competition

Morgan Casto-FV-Red
Zoey Delaet-FV-Red
Lizzie Henry-FV-Red
Sarah VanHouse-FV-Blue
Aubrey Weishaar-L4-Purple

**Mock Interview**

No Regional Competition

Zoey DeLaet-FV- Blue
Sara Leitner-JJ- Purple
Aubrey Weishaar-L4-Purple

**Dance**

**Individual Dance**

Aubrey Weishaar-Top Purple: Regionals
Aubrey Weishaar-Purple

**Small Dance**

**Medium Dance**

Jolly Juniors-Purple: Regionals

**Large Dance**

Winchester-Top Purple: Regionals
Valley Victors-Purple: Alternate Regionals
Clover Power-Blue
Grantville-Blue

**Creative Drama**

Prosperity-Top Purple: Regionals

**Readings**

**Junior Level Ages 7-13**

Presley Darveaux-VV-Top Purple: Regionals
*Makena Reeves-VV-Alternate Purple
Anna Bartley-JJ-Blue
Ellen Durand-FV-Blue
Anna Lackey-W-Blue
Emery Mitchell-VV-Blue
Emma Welsh-VV-Blue
Tommy Welsh-VV-Blue

**Senior Level Ages 14-18**

*Aubrey Weishaar-L4-Top Purple: Regionals
Dani Reeves-VV-Alternate Purple

**Project Talks**

*Kody Bower-FV-Top Purple: Regionals
*Morgan Casto-FV-Top Purple: Regionals
*Kelcie Aspinwall-W-Alternate Purple
*Sierra Tucker-JJ-Alternate Purple
*Makena Reeves-VV-Alternate Purple
Kenzie Aspinwall-W-Blue
Addison Bolinger-FV-Red
Caleb Bolinger-FV-Red
Zoey Eisenbarth-FV-Blue
Timothy Heck-FV-Purple
Eli Heston-FV-Purple
Mason Klenklen-FV-Blue
Emmalyn Mulpas-BT-Blue
Nathan Mutpas-BT-Blue
Bryce Seifert-FV-Blue
Myra Seifert-FV-Blue
Emmaleen Smith-GV-Red
Stetson Starkey-VV-Blue
Brayden Winsor-GV-Blue
Collins Winsor-GV-Purple

**Addison Bolinger-FV-Red**
Caleb Bolinger-FV-Red
Zoey Eisenbarth-FV-Blue
Timothy Heck-FV-Purple
Eli Heston-FV-Purple
Mason Klenklen-FV-Blue
Emmalyn Mulpas-BT-Blue
Nathan Mutpas-BT-Blue
Bryce Seifert-FV-Blue
Myra Seifert-FV-Blue
Emmaleen Smith-GV-Red
Stetson Starkey-VV-Blue
Brayden Winsor-GV-Blue
Collins Winsor-GV-Purple

**Show and Share**
Carley Bolinger-FV-Cloverbud Green
Killian Heck-FV-Cloverbud Green
Noah Heston-FV-Cloverbud Green
Nolan Klenklen-FV-Cloverbud Green
Ella Seifert-FV-Cloverbud Green
Colson Starkey-VV-Cloverbud Green
Mackenzie Stevens-FV-Cloverbud Green
Rhowyn Winsor-GV-Cloverbud Green
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**Junior Demonstrations/Ill Talks**
*Alayna Westbrook-VV-Top Purple: regionals
*Eric Skaggs-FV-Top Purple: regionals
Erin Bolinger-FV-Blue
Erin Bolinger-FV-Red
Felicity Covell-W-Blue
Turner Covell-W-Blue
Presley Darveaux-VV-Blue
Kaylee Hammond-CP-Red
Lizzie Henry-FV-Blue
*Riley Ladesic-W-SF Purple
Emery Mitchell-VV-Blue
Kimber Newman-FV-Blue
David Skaggs-FV-Red
Anthony Welsh-VV-Red
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**Instrumental Ensemble**
Jolly Juniors-Top Purple: regionals
Winchester Brass-W-Alternate Purple
Kody Bower/ Kimber Newman-FV-Red

**Piano**

**Junior Level 7-13**
Theresa Hamilton-CP-Top Purple: Regionals
Ellen Durand-FV-Blue
Summer Warth-VV-Red

**Senior Level 14-18**
BT Member-BT-Top Purple: Regionals

**Vocal**
May Warth-VV-Red

**Vocal Ensemble**

**Model Meetings**
Fairview-Top Purple: Regionals
Winchester- Alternate Purple
Jolly Juniors- Blue

---

**Abbreviations**

SF= State Fair—Selected by judges as being worthy of competition at the Kansas State Fair. Also marked with an “*”

4-H member will need to enter this this information on a State Fair entry sheet during our county fair.

AT=Alternate Top—this indicated you are eligible for Regional Club Days if the Top Purple placer cannot attend Regional Club Days.

---

**CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL PARTICIPANTS!**